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An electrostatic interaction is responsible for the attachment of gold seeds of 1-3 nm onto APTMS (3aminopropyl trimethoxysilane)-coated silica cores in the formation of gold clusters. A surface plasmon
resonance and morphology of gold clusters were significantly affected by the pH of gold colloids prepared by
THPC reducing agent. Gold colloids of alkaline pH induced the heterogeneous deposition of gold seeds onto
the silica nanoparticles, probably due to the continuous reduction of residual gold ions during the attachment
process. Gold colloids of acidic pH induced the monodisperse deposition of gold seeds, consequently leading
to the formation of smooth gold layer on the silica nanoparticles surface. The gold nanoshells (core radius = 80
nm) prepared by gold colloids of pH 3.1 exhibited the more red-shift and relatively stronger intensity of
plasmon absorption bands, compared with gold nanoshells prepared by alkaline gold colloids of pH 9.7.
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Introduction
Recent research has been focused on the fabrication of a
new hybrid nanocomposite that consists of a dielectric silica
core surrounded by a thin gold shell, particularly for the
precise control of optical and electrical properties. This
hybrid nanoparticle, so called a gold nanoshell, can exhibit a
strong optical resonance, typically shifted to much longer
wavelength than the corresponding optical resonance of
gold nanoparticles. Surface plasmon resonance (SPR) is
collective oscillation of the conduction electrons. The
plasmon resonance spectra depend on a variety of factors,
such as the size, and shape of the nanoparticles, interparticle interactions, and their dielectric environment. The
plasmon-derived optical resonance of gold nanoshell is
dependent on the relative dimensions of the silica core and
gold thin layer. By simply adjusting the core-shell ratio, this
optical resonance can be positioned over hundreds of
nanometers in wavelength, across the visible into the infrared spectrum. Also, the optical resonance of gold nanoshell depends on the dielectric constant of core materials
across the metal interface according to the classical Mie
scattering theory.
A gold layer on the silica core possesses optical and
electrical properties that are distinct from those of both the
bulk phase and individual molecules. These features render
nanoshells for applications in optoelectronics, biophotonics,
diagnostics, catalysis, and conducting polymers. Halas
and co-workers exploited the biomedical applications of
thermal ablative cancer therapy, immunoassays, and photo
thermally-activated drug delivery. Even though there are wellestablished methods for the fabrication of gold nanoshells
with dielectric cores, there are few reports on the attachment
process of gold seeds on the silica surface that is a key step
for producing a smooth and thin gold layer.
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The exposure of gold seeds to APTMS-functionalized
silica surface led to a higher initial coverage followed by the
monolayer coverage of gold nanoparticles up to 25-30% due
to electrostatic repulsion between the nanoparticles.
Westcott
immobilized citrate-gold nanoparticles onto
silica nanoparticles and then the surface of the adsorbed gold
nanoparticles were functionalized with 4-aminobezenethiol,
leading to the moderate coverage of gold nanoparticles.
They also exhibited the self-assembly of gold clusters on the
functionalized silica surface by adjusting the volume ratio of
water and ethanol mixtures. Prasad
reported that
surface coverage of gold-deposited PS (Polystyrene) was
increased more than 30% by reducing the size of gold
nanoparticles and the gold-to-PS ratio.
In the present work, we systematically investigated the
attachment of gold seeds onto the APTMS-functionalized
silica cores by adjusting the pH of THPC-induced gold
colloids. The zeta-potential of colloidal particles was
measured by ELS-8000 (Zeta-meter) to elucidate the
electrostatic interactions between gold nanoparticles and
functionalized silica surface. The morphology of gold-silica
nanocomposites was characterized with TEM and SEM. The
red-shift of plasmon absorption peak was confirmed by UVVis spectroscopy.
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Experimental Section
Materials. All reagents were purchased from Aldrich and
used as received: 3-Aminopropyl Trimethoxysilane (APTMS,
97%), Tetraethyl Ortho-silicate (TEOS, 99.999%), Tetrakis
(Hydroxymethyl) Phosphonium Chloride (THPC, 80%
solution), Ammonium Hydroxide (NH OH, 30%), Formaldehyde (HCOH, 37%), Hydrogen Tetra-chloroaurate (III)
Hydrate (HAuCl , 99.99%), Potassium Carbonate (K CO ,
99.7%), Absolute Ethanol (C H OH, 99.5%), Sodium Hydr4
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. UV-Vis spectra of pH-adjusted gold colloids at different
pH values.
Figure 2

. Schematic diagram of the formation of gold clusters over
the APTMS-coated silica cores.
Figure 1

oxide (NaOH, Semiconductor grade). HPLC-grade water
was used at every stage of reaction and washing.
Colloidal silica nanoparticles (dia.= 80 nm)
were prepared at 48 oC by the Stöber method.21 Ammonium
solution (30 wt%) of 3.9 mL was used as a catalyst in the
formation of colloidal silica particles. And then, 1.5 mL
TEOS solution was added into 45 mL ethanol solution and
stirred overnight. The condensation of tetraethyl orthosilicate generally started within 10 min, which was easily
observed by the change of the solution from colorless to
opaque.
To prepare gold colloids of 1-3 nm, 0.5 mL of 1.0 M
NaOH and THPC (1.0 mL of 50 mmol/L aqueous solution)
were mixed with 45 mL HPLC grade water, and 2.0 mL of
1.0 wt% tetrachlroloaurate (III) trihydrate was added quickly
into the mixed solution.22 An excess of APTMS was added
to the solution of silica nanoparticles with vigorous stirring
for 2 hr. To enhance the covalent bonding of APTMS groups
with the silica surface, the solution was gently mixed at 70
o
C for 1 hr.23 And then 0.5 mL of functionalized silica
nanoparticles was added to gold colloids for the attachment
of gold seeds onto the silica surface.
The formation of gold layer on gold-deposited silica (AuAPTMS/SiO2) was conducted by the subsequent reduction
of gold salts. In a reaction flask, 25 mg of potassium carbonate was added to 100 mL of HPLC grade water. After 10 min
of stirring, 1.5 mL of 1.0 wt% HAuCl4 was added. A color
of solution was slowly changed from yellow to colorless.
200 μL of Au-APTMS/SiO2 was added to a vigorously
stirred 4 mL of colorless solution, and formaldehyde was
subsequently added as a reduction agent. The fabrication
process of gold-deposited silica nanoparticles was schematically drawn in Figure 2.
Synthesis.

Results and Discussion

The fabrication of gold nanoshell consists of two major
steps: i) The first is to prepare gold-deposited silica cores, ii)
The second is to grow gold seeds attached on the silica
nanoparticle surface by the subsequent reduction of gold ion
salts. The pH adjustment of gold colloids was employed in
the first attachment process, ., gold-deposited silica was
prepared by reacting APTMS-functionalized silica with pHadjusted gold colloids when all other experimental conditions were kept constant.
Gold colloids prepared by THPC reducing agent exhibited
the zeta-potential of −40.2 ± 7.2 mV at pH 9.7. To optimize
the attachment (or deposition) process, the pH of gold
colloids was adjusted over the broad ranges of pH 3-12
corresponding to the change of zeta-potentials from . −30
to −50 mV. Figure 2 exhibited the UV-Vis spectra of pHadjusted gold colloids. The plasmon resonance of THPC
gold colloids was more suppressed with the decrease of
solution pH, probably due to finite-size effect of metal
dimensions.24 The spectral position of gold colloids was
slightly shifted by 6 nm (from 505 nm to 511 nm) by the
increase of solution pH from pH 7.0 to pH 11.3.25 However,
gold colloids of pH 12.4 exhibited a distinct red-shift with a
significant reduction of peak intensity due to heavy
agglomeration of gold nanoparticles.
To attach the gold colloids of 1-3 nm onto the silica
nanoparticles with negative charges, silica nanoparticle
surface should be modified by self-assembled monolayer
that can give positive zeta-potentials. The zeta potentials of
silica nanoparticles were measured in the range of −70 ~ −80
mV. APTMS-modified silica nanoparticles exhibited the
zeta-potential of . +40 mV (data not shown). The attachment of gold colloids onto the silica nanoparticles was
conducted by the electrostatic attractions between gold and
silica nanoparticles with different charges.2
APTMS-modified silica nanoparticles were then added to
i.e
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caused by the increase of electrostatic repulsion between
gold colloids of alkaline pH with more negative charges. In
addition, the heterogeneous deposition of gold seeds seemed
to be induced by the continuous reduction of residual gold
ions in the presence of excessive OH − ions.
P(CH OH) + OH − → P(CH OH) + CH O + H O (1)
P(CH OH) + 2H2O → O P(CH OH) + 2H
(2)
According to equations (1) & (2), THPC is a powerful
reducing agent enough to make gold seeds by the derivation
of formaldehyde at alkaline condition. On the other hand,
the addition of H ions induces the decrease of THPC
reducing power preventing the release of a formaldehyde
reducing molecule. Therefore, the formation of large gold
clusters on the silica surface can be facilitated by the
enhanced reducing power of THPC in the presence of
excessive OH − ions, whereas monodisperse deposition of
gold seeds can be facilitated by the addition of H ions due
to the inhibition of reducing power of THPC.
Au-APTMS/SiO prepared at various pH values of gold
colloids exhibited the different absorption peaks of UV-Vis
spectra, as shown in Figure 4. Au-APTMS/SiO prepared by
gold colloids of pH 3.1 exhibited the very slight absorption
peak at . 521 nm. Au-APTMS/SiO prepared by gold
colloids of alkaline pH exhibited a distinct spectral intensity
of plasmon bands. The difference of the plasmon absorption
bands among gold-deposited silica nanoparticles reflected
the size of gold clusters that is strongly dependent on the
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. TEM images of Au-APTMS/SiO2 (core dia.= 80 nm)
prepared by pH-adjusted gold colloids: (a) Au-APTMS/SiO2 by Au
colloids (pH 3.1), (b) Au-APTMS/SiO2 by Au colloids (pH 7.0), (c)
Au-APTMS/SiO2 by Au colloids (pH 9.7), (d) Au-APTMS/SiO2 by
Au colloids (pH 10.3).
Figure 3

gold colloids of various pH values. The silica nanoparticles
attached by gold colloids were named as Au-APTMS/SiO .
As shown in Figure 3(a), Au-APTMS/SiO prepared by
gold colloids of pH3.1 exhibited a monodisperse deposition
of gold seeds on the silica nanoparticles, of which the size
was ranged in 2 nm-4 nm. At pH > 7 of gold colloids, as
shown in Figure 3(b), not only single gold nanoparticles but
also some gold clusters were observed on the silica surface.
At high pH values of gold colloids, agglomerated gold
clusters of 5-10 nm were predominant on the silica nanoparticles surface. The cluster size was generally increased by
raising the pH values of gold colloids. At pH > 12 of gold
colloids, a vast agglomeration of gold nanoparticles was
observed on the silica surface (data not shown).
As seen in Table 1, gold-deposited silica nanoparticles
prepared by gold colloids of pH 3.1 exhibited the higher
zeta-potentials in negative values compared with those
prepared by gold colloids of other alkaline pH, indicating the
high number of gold seeds on the gold-deposited silica. The
low attachment of gold seeds shown in Figure 3(c-d) was
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. UV- Vis spectra of Au-APTMS/SiO2 prepared by pHadjusted gold colloids at different pH values.

Figure 4

. Physicochemical characteristics of gold colloids and gold-deposited silica nanoparticles
Characteristics
pH 3.1
pH 7.0
pH 9.7
Zeta-potential of gold colloids (mV)
−28.8 ± 5.8 mV
−40.2 ± 11 mV
−40.2 ± 7.2 mV
Zeta-potential of Au/APTMS-SiO (mV)
−42.4 ± 4.5 mV
−32.5 ± 0.6 mV
−30.4 ± 7.4 mV
Position of plasmon peak of Au/APTMS-SiO
515 nm
521 nm
525 nm
Absorption difference of Au/APTMS-SiO (Δλa)
0.00b
0.09
0.22

Table 1

2

2

2

pH 10.3
−49.25 ± 10 mV
−37.5 ± 2.0 mV
525 nm
0.38

Absorption difference, Δλ, indicated a difference between the heights of plasmon absorption bands. bΔλ at pH 3.1 was assumed to be negligible.
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. UV-Vis spectra of gold nanoshells prepared by pHadjusted gold colloids at different pH values.
Figure 6

to control the morphology of gold-deposited silica and
fabricate a strong NIR-absorbing gold nanoshell very reproducibly. That is, higher adsorbed gold nucleates prepared by
gold colloids of pH 3.1 led to smooth and continuous gold
layer onto the silica cores via a nucleate-mediated coalescing
process, consequently leading to the stronger plasmon
resonance of gold nanoshell.

Conclusion
. SEM images of gold nanoshells prepared by pH-adjusted
gold colloids: (a) gold nanoshell by Au colloids (pH 3.1), (b) gold
nanoshell by Au colloids (pH 9.7).
Figure 5

peak intensity and red-shift of absorption bands.
The gold-deposited silica was centrifuged several times to
remove the residual impurities and re-dispersed in water for
the subsequent reaction with gold ion salts in order to
fabricate the gold nanoshell. The attached gold seeds onto
the silica cores played as nucleation sites to induce the
coalescence between neighbouring gold clusters. The
monodisperse deposition of gold seeds (or high adsorbed
gold seeds) resulted in the smooth surface morphology of
gold nanoshells, as shown in Figure 5(a). On the other hand,
heterogeneous deposition of gold seeds (or low adsorbed
gold seeds) resulted in the relatively incomplete coverage of
gold layer on the silica cores, as shown in Figure 5(b). Gold
nanoshells prepared by gold colloids of pH 12.4 exhibited no
plasmon resonance due to heavy agglomerations between
gold nanoparticles (data not shown).
As shown in Figure 6, gold nanoshells prepared by gold
colloids of pH 3.1 exhibited the relatively stronger plasmon
resonance (stronger intensity and more red-shift) in comparison to those prepared by gold colloids of pH 9.7. If the
gold shell was not completely covered as previously shown
in Figure 5(b), the peak intensity and red-shift of plasmon
resonance was fairly lessened.
Conclusively, pH-adjusted gold colloids make it possible
7,14

A surface morphology and plasmon resonance of gold
clusters on the colloidal silica spheres were strongly affected
by the pH of gold colloids in the fabrication process of gold
nanoshell. THPC-induced gold colloids at alkaline pH (pH
9-11) induced larger size of gold clusters onto the APTMSfunctionalized silica cores, probably due to the continuous
reduction of residual gold ions in the presence of excessive
OH − ions. The monodisperse deposition of gold seeds by
gold colloids of pH 3.1 resulted in more red-shift and
relatively stronger plasmon absorption bands of gold
nanoshells. Conclusively, high adsorbed gold nucleates can
easily lead to the smooth morphology of gold layer and more
red-shift of plasmon absorption bands.
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